Solute dispersion in fluid flow results from the interaction between advection and diffusion. 21
velocity approach infinity leads to completely different results for ordered and random two-28 dimensional porous media. With increasing reduced velocity, T D approaches an asymptotic 29 value in ordered two-dimensional porous media, but grows linearly in disordered (random) 30 structures depending on the geometrical disorder of a structure: a higher degree of 31 heterogeneity results in a stronger growth of T D with ν . The obtained results reveal that 32 disorder in the geometrical structure of a two-dimensional porous medium leads to a growth of 33 T D with ν even in a uniform pore-scale advection field; however, lateral diffusion is a pre-34 requisite for this growth. By contrast, in ordered two-dimensional porous media the presence of 35 lateral diffusion leads to a plateau for the transverse dispersion coefficient with increasing ν .
36

I. INTRODUCTION 37 38
Understanding the transport of solutes in porous media is important in many industrial and 39 environmental processes, including catalysis, chromatography, ground water contamination and 40 remediation, oil recovery, and nuclear waste disposal [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The spreading of passive solutes in 41 fluid flow through a porous medium results from the interplay of diffusion and advection [6] . 42
Even laminar flow in a porous medium is characterized by spatial fluctuations of the velocity 43 within and between individual pores and by tortuous pathways that the fluid follows. This leads 44 to different migration velocities of solutes in different flow streamlines, which is additionally 45 affected by shearing, splitting, and merging of fluid streamlets. Diffusion acts as a mechanism 46 providing exchange (mixing) between solute molecules travelling along different streamlines in 47 induced by the randomly positioned bed particles; (ii) retention of the diffusing species in 71 permeable particles or in regions with closed streamlines, from which the species can escape 72 only by diffusion; and (iii) the presence of the diffusive boundary-layer near the solid-liquid 73 interface. Van Milligen and Bons [16] proposed a heuristic model of dispersion based on the 74 assumption that transport in each of the pore channels traversed by a tracer is dominated by 75 either diffusion or mechanical dispersion. The developed expressions for L D and T D include 76 three free parameters (a critical velocity and two geometric proportionality constants), which 77 depend on the porous medium properties. A fit of the proposed expressions to an ample 78 collection of experimental data revealed good accuracy of the model for a wide range of flow 79 velocities. However, values of the parameters in the proposed model can be only determined 80 from fitting to experimental data. 81
82
Over the past decades, the modeling of solute transport and dispersion in porous media has 83 been performed also with a pore network approach, where a porous material is represented as 84 an interconnected network of channels and/or pores . In these models, the complex 85 geometry of the void space in porous media is replaced with a simplified and "equivalent" pore 86 network. Elements of this network are typically assigned to simple shapes, e.g., spheres and 87 cylinders, amenable to analytical treatment. This approximation allows to reduce computational 88 efforts in simulations of transport phenomena. The results obtained with a pore-network 89 approach show that the morphology of a porous medium strongly affects dispersion. However, 90 the main challenge arising due to the above simplification is to identify and preserve essential 91 geometric and topological features of the real void space, which are relevant to both advective 92 and diffusive transport. 93
94
The lack of detailed information on the geometrical structure of real porous media, which is 95 required for a direct pore-level modeling of transport phenomena, can be overcome by physical 96 reconstruction of the pore space morphology. Several experimental techniques, such as nuclear 97 magnetic resonance imaging, X-ray tomography, confocal laser scanning microscopy, and 98 scanning transmission electron microscopy, were used for the acquisition of information on the 99 three-dimensional geometrical structure of the void space in a variety of natural and synthetic 100 porous media. They include sandstones, packed beds, reservoir rocks, and chromatographic 101 monoliths. Then, this information was employed for pore-level numerical simulations of mass 102 transport in these materials [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . However, this simulation approach is computationally 103 expensive and commonly requires the use of high-performance parallel computational systems 104 (supercomputers). (also known as the Péclet number), where u is the average velocity 109 through the medium, G is a characteristic length of the medium (e.g., the grain size or the mean 110 interstitial void size), and m D is the free diffusion coefficient of the species in the bulk fluid.
111
Because the geometrical structure of the void space in a three-dimensional random porous 112 medium is complex, studies of dispersion in porous media are frequently based on replacing the 113 random geometry by a periodic structure and on subsequent reduction of the three-dimensional 114 problem to a two-dimensional one. Though these simplifications allow to reduce significantly 115 computational expenses and the theoretical complexity of the problem, the applicability of 116 results obtained with this simplified approach to random three-dimensional porous media is 117 questionable. 118
119
It is well established that advective transport in two-and three-dimensional porous media is 120 fundamentally different [52]. In three-dimensional porous domains, the flow streamlines of the 121 incompressible fluid can twist around and pass each other without intersecting. By contrast, the 122 streamlines of a steady-state divergence-free flow field can never pass each other in two 123 dimensions. This, for example, is manifested in completely different behaviors of the transverse 124 dispersion coefficient in two-and three-dimensional porous media. Attinger et al. [53] showed 125 theoretically that for pure advective transport ( m 0 D = ) T D is finite in three dimensions and 126 zero in two dimensions. The unphysical assumption of m 0 D = immediately results in ν → ∞ , 127 independent of the flow velocity u. However, the condition ν → ∞ can also be realized with 128 the assumption of a finite m hexagonal disc array represents a two-dimensional porous medium with a regular geometrical 136 structure, the disordered arrays mimic random two-dimensional porous media. Their structural 137 disorder was generated through a distortion of the hexagonal array by introducing contacting 138 discs. Complementary, a completely random arrangement of the discs was realized by adapting 139 a Jodrey-Tory algorithm [55] . Advective-diffusive transport of passive tracers was simulated 140 by two different approaches. The first one is based on a random-walk particle-tracking (RWPT) 141 technique. At the first stage, the pore-scale velocity field of an incompressible Newtonian fluid 142 in laminar flow was calculated with a lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM). Then, a large number 143 of point-like tracers was distributed in the void space. The tracer displacements during each 144 elementary time step were determined as the sum of two independent contributions due to 145 advection (determined by the local flow velocity) and diffusion (determined by m D ). This 146 comprehensive approach to the simulation of advective-diffusive transport accounts for the 147 heterogeneity of the velocity field at the intra-and inter-pore scales of a porous medium. The 148 second, simplified simulation approach we used in this study is based on modifications of the 149 Galton-board model [56] and its successor, the Simpson model [57] . With this approach, the 150 geometrical structure of a porous medium is represented by a set of rectangular void and solid 151 cells. Velocity in the void cells is assumed to be uniform and along the average flow direction 152 through the medium. We show that, regardless of the aforementioned geometrical and physical 153 simplifications, the proposed modification of the Simpson model reproduces qualitatively (and 154 for the hexagonal array even quantitatively) the behavior of T D as a function of the reduced 155 velocity. The main purpose of the simplified model, in addition to the LBM-RWPT approach, 156 has been to eliminate any factors, except for the geometrical disorder, that eventually affect the 157 dependence of T D on ν in random porous media.
159
The two simulation approaches have been used to study the behavior of T D in the ordered and 160 disordered/random two-dimensional structures at high reduced velocities when the contribution 161 of diffusion to mass transport becomes much smaller than the advective contribution, reflecting 162 the conditions ν → ∞ and m 0 D ≠ , and to analyze the effect of order/disorder in the studied 163 system on T D . The article is organized as follows. First, a brief introduction into the LBM and
164
RWPT techniques as well as the results obtained with these approaches for the hexagonal and 165 random arrays of hard discs are presented. Afterwards, the Galton-board and Simpson models 166 are described with an analysis of their shortcomings. Then, we present our modification of the 167 Simpson model. Results with this modification for the hexagonal disc array are compared with 168 LBM-RWPT simulations and experimental data. In addition, we employ the modified Simpson 169 model to evaluate the transverse dispersion coefficient in disordered disc arrays as a function of 170 the reduced velocity. We show that in the presence of diffusion the behavior of T D is different 171 in ordered and disordered two-dimensional porous media: With increasing reduced velocity, the 172 transverse dispersion coefficient approaches an asymptotic value in ordered two-dimensional 173 porous media, while it grows linearly in disordered (random) structures. These results refute the 174 assumption frequently met in the literature that a leveling-off in T D at high ν must be observed 175 both with ordered and disordered two-dimensional porous media due to the inherent properties 176 of incompressible fluid flow in two-dimensional systems [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . Though our study focuses on 177 the analysis of transverse dispersion due to advective-diffusive transport in two-dimensional 178 porous media, we finalize our discussion of the results by a comparison with data obtained for 179 three-dimensional ordered and random porous media. (3) 206
Employing the Chapman-Enskog expansion, the equilibrium distribution functions in Eq. where c denotes concentration, and the stochastic differential equation describing the random 239 walk of a tracer in an advection velocity field [72]. In two dimensions, the discrete form of the 240 stochastic differential equation is 241 which advection is the (by far) dominating transport mechanism. This means that the diffusive 274 contribution to mass transport, no matter how small compared to the advective contribution, 275 cannot be neglected in a realistic analysis of hydrodynamic dispersion in porous media. In 276 addition, the behavior of T D for ν → ∞ is different for ordered and random array; while T D 277 in the hexagonal array levels off, it continues to grow with ν in the random array. Thus, the 278 structural order/disorder is another key parameter that determines the behavior of the transverse 279 dispersion coefficient at high reduced velocities. We discuss these results in detail in the last 280 section. In the next sections, we present a simplified model of transverse dispersion in two-281 dimensional porous media and show that it allows to reproduce the functional behavior of T 
The Galton-board model can be applied to describe transverse dispersion in a hexagonal array .
(11) 320
For a hexagonal array of discs or pillars, the values of x Δ and y Δ can be determined from the 321 diameter of the discs p d and the solid volume fraction φ as
The Galton-board model treats transverse dispersion as a mechanistic process [56] . Though it 325 allows to determine T D using information only about the geometrical structure of the ordered 326 porous medium, diffusion is not considered as a transport mechanism. Equation (11) 
c y t is the species concentration at position y after time t , 0 c is the initial, uniform Δ is found (cf. Fig. 6 ). Though the presented simplified approach does not account for For this investigation, disordered two-dimensional porous media were generated by disturbing 629 (in a random manner) the geometrical order of the hexagonal array of discs. The distortion was 630 introduced by creating pairs of contacting discs in the layers of the array. In a single layer, only 631 two randomly chosen discs were allowed to touch. To receive a set of porous structures with a 632 graded degree of heterogeneity (DoH), we prepared three classes of disc arrays (all with a solid 633 volume fraction of 0.6 φ =
), for which single pairs of contacting discs were repeatedly formed 634 in every second, fourth, or tenth layer. Below, we refer to these groups of disordered structures 635 as arrays_2, arrays_4, and arrays_10, respectively. For each group, ten disordered arrays with 636 different positions of the contacting discs were generated. An example of a structure of an array 637 for group arrays_2 is shown in Fig. 9 . The DoH increases with the number of layers containing 638 contacting discs, i.e., DoH(arrays_2) > DoH(arrays_4) > DoH(arrays_10) > DoH(hexagonal 639 array). Then, the evolution of tracers, initially distributed with uniform concentration c 0 in the 640 gap space between two central discs in the first layer of the arrays, was calculated according to 641
Eq. (21). The lateral dimension of the void cells corresponding to the contacting discs was set 642 to zero ( v 0 y Δ = ). 643 644 Figure 10 shows the lateral concentration distributions of tracers after passing 4 10 n = layers in 645 two selected arrays from groups arrays_2 and arrays_10, obtained at four reduced velocities. 646
Concentration distributions simulated for a random structure from group arrays_10, shown in 647 implying that their appearance originates in the presence of the disc contacts. Contacting discs 651 in a layer of the array do not allow tracers to be located in the space between these discs after 652 they have been transported from the upstream layer. It results in zero tracer concentration at the 653 transverse position corresponding to the contact point between two discs. During the transport 654 to the next downstream layer of the array, the absence of tracers at some transverse position is 655 partially compensated by advection (represented in the model by lateral displacements of the 656 tracers between two neighboring layers of the structure) and lateral diffusion in the void cells. shown in Fig. 10(a) . By contrast, the structures belonging to group arrays_2 contain contacting 666 pairs of discs in every second layer ( Fig. 9 ). Even at 100 ν = , the time that the tracers spend to 667 pass one layer is insufficient for lateral equilibration (cf. Fig. 4 ). This produces the non-smooth 668 concentration distributions simulated for 100 ν ≥ Δ on the number of layers that the tracers have passed with the flow. 672
In Fig. 11 , we illustrate these dependencies at ν = 10, 100, and 1000 for a selected disordered 673 structure from group arrays_2. Random fluctuations in i.e., a uniform flow velocity within an individual channel (or a void cell in the present study) is 701 assumed. By contrast, the results in Fig. 1 were obtained by the LBM-RWPT approach, which 702 models advective-diffusive transport with full resolution of the flow field, thereby accounting 703 for the fundamental non-uniformity of the flow velocity at the pore scale. The results obtained 704 with that comprehensive approach for the dependence of T m / D D on ν in a structure with a 705 completely random disc arrangement also reveal the absence of a tapering-off in the dispersion 706 data and the attainment of a plateau with increasing ν (cf. Fig. 1 ). This allows to conclude that 707 the increase in T m / D D with ν , as observed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 13 for the disordered structures, 708 does not originate in a non-uniformity of the local flow velocity, but is a result of the random 709 (disordered) geometry of the employed systems. 710 711 As mentioned above, the DoH for a disc array increases with the number of layers containing 712 contacting discs (disordered layers). Figure 13 they are located at random positions. As a consequence, the lateral position of a tracer carried 743 only by flow in an ordered structure is characterized by time-periodic oscillations with constant 744 amplitude determined only by the characteristic length of the structure (the disc diameter in this 745 study). In a disordered structure, it appears as oscillations with random amplitudes determined 746 also by the length scale characterizing the disorder (the distribution of positions of contacting 747 discs in this study). In combination with diffusion leading to the exchange between neighboring 748 streamlines, this results in completely different behaviors of T D in ordered and random porous 749 media, as observed at high values of ν (Fig. 13) .
751
Finally, we want to discuss the difference in the dependence of T D on ν in two-and three-752 dimensional porous media. Figure 14 shows the normalized transverse dispersion coefficient as 753 a function of ν , obtained with the LBM-RWPT approach, for a hexagonal and a random array The goal of this study was an investigation into the effect of order/disorder in two-dimensional 774 porous media on the transverse dispersion coefficient ( T D ) and its behavior in dependence of 775 the reduced velocity (ν ), characterizing the ratio between advective and diffusive contributions to mass transfer. Advective-diffusive transport has been simulated in hexagonal and disordered 777 arrays of equal discs. While the hexagonal array represents an ordered porous medium, the 778 disordered arrays mimick random porous media. Disorder has been realized with a distortion of 779 the hexagonal array by the introduction of contacting discs at random positions in its layers. To 780 simulate advective-diffusive transport, an approach based on geometrical representations of the 781 analyzed structures by void and solid cells has been used. Additional physical assumptions of 782 the employed approach involved a uniform flow field in the void cells, diffusion only normal to 783 the flow (i.e., in the transverse direction), and instant lateral transport between the upstream and 784 downstream neighboring void cells. The aforementioned simplifications have been introduced 785 to the model with the only aim to reveal the extent to which order/disorder of a porous medium 786 impacts the dependence of T D on ν . For this purpose, we have also provided results obtained 787 with a LBM-RWPT approach (Fig. 1) , which does not involve these geometrical and physical 788 simplifications. This comprehensive simulation approach is based on a pore-scale simulation of 789 the complete flow field computed for the actual geometry of a porous medium and accounts for 790 diffusion along all directions. 791 792 Results obtained with both the LBM-RWPT approach and the proposed simplified model of 793 advective-diffusive transport ( Figs. 1 and 13) have revealed that T D levels off with increasing 794 ν in the ordered porous medium, while it grows linearly in the disordered structures at high ν .
795
Considering the simplifications introduced (intentionally) to the proposed model, this supports 796 the categorical conclusion that the observed distinction in these functional behaviors originates 797 exclusively in the geometrical disorder of the two-dimensional random porous media. 798 799 At the same time, realizing this scenario with a zero diffusion coefficient results in T 0 D = for 800 both ordered and random two-dimensional porous media [53] . Consequently, it is important to 801 distinguish very clearly between the two possible (and different) cases to achieve the condition 802 ν → ∞ . The first one ( m 0 D = ) is unphysical and realized at any velocity. In this case, tracers 803 strictly follow the individual flow streamlines during their transport through a porous medium. 804
This results in a zero transverse dispersion coefficient in ordered and random structures at any 805 value of the flow velocity, u. The second case is realized as u approaches infinity, but m 0 D ≠ .
806
Then, an increase in the flow velocity has a two-fold effect: It reduces the time for diffusive 807 exchange between neighboring streamlines and increases the number of exchange regions (that 808 a tracer visits per time) proportionally to the value of u. Depending on the geometrical structure and corresponding pattern of the flow field, this results at high values of ν in either a constant 810 value of T D (ordered porous media) or a linear growth of T D with ν (random porous media).
811 Figure 13 shows that the slope characterizing this growth depends on the DoH of a structure. 812
The slope is zero for the hexagonal disc array and increases with the number of the introduced 813 structural defects (contacting discs). 814
815
It should be noted that the morphological descriptor based on the number of contacting discs 816 cannot be applied to random arrays, because their heterogeneity does not originate in the 817 (systematically and exclusively) introduced pairs of contacting discs. Therefore, the derivation 818 of relationships between the transverse dispersion coefficient and parameters characterizing the 819 geometrical structure of a porous medium requires the identification of alternative, universal 820 morphological descriptors. This identification is still an outstanding scientific problem. One of 821 the promising approaches is based on using spatial tessellations of the void space in porous 822 media. For instance, it was shown that the second and third statistical moments of the volume 823 distributions for the Voronoi cells in computer-generated random packings of monosized 
